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Coop’s attention to the fair trade culture and market is put into effect with  

the Solidal line. Created in 1995 with the sale of the first fair trade product  

bearing the Coop trademark - coffee for solidarity - the line only includes  

fair trade products. Food and other non-food products are bought in developing 

countries, keeping more direct commercial relationships and allowing a greater  

stability for the producers and their community. Coop is the first distributing  

company in Italy to choose the fair trade production network Fairtrade as brand  

for its products: at the beginning tea in filters, now chocolate as well.

This certification means better living and working conditions for the farmers  

and workers in developing countries. Coop wants to strengthen a sustainable  

and cooperative way of production in which the economic growth goes hand  

in hand with forms of social and environmental protection, in order to ensure  

a more widespread benefit. It is a new form of consumerism, shortening  

the distance in the food chain between the producer and the consumer,  

through greater warranties of fairness and transparency, offering quality  

to the purchaser and dignity to the producer.

Solidal Fairtrade Coop:  
an Ethical Commitment
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The Fairtrade Brand
Fairtrade is the most known international ethical certification tra-

demark in the world. Its aim is to support the more disadvantaged 

producers in developing countries, making them able to enter the 

commercial system with transparent and fair conditions, and im-

prove their living standards. Hereinafter, in brief, the most im por-

tant elements on which the activity is based.

By purchasing the Solidal products we support the economic and so cial development 

of the communities where the cooperatives or the produc ers of the following countries 

work: Peru, Dominican Republic, Madagascar, Costa Rica, Mauritius and Swaziland.

WORKING TOGETHER

Fairtrade encourages small farmers to work together in representative, 
democratic and active organizations to plan and autonomously make 
decisions on the basis of the real needs of the community. In this way,  
the cooperatives and the associations of workers have more contractual 
power and a greater strength in having their rights respected.

GUARANTEED MINIMUM PRICE FOR PRODUCERS

Fairtrade guarantees a minimum price for producers and a Fairtrade 
Premium that they have to manage and invest in projects for their 
communities.

ACCESS TO CREDIT

Many farmers need small loans to invest in technologies or to diversify  
the cultivations, but credit is often inaccessible. Fairtrade helps the access  
to pre-financing.

SUSTAINABLE FARMING

Fairtrade’s standards include environmental rules favouring both  
sustainable development and good farming practices. Fairtrade’s farmers 
receive specific training for the protection of water, preservation of soil  
and methods to reduce the use of pesticides to a minimum.
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The key-points
in the Solidal Coop line

QUALITY

Quality is an irreplaceable element in Solidal products: selected raw  
materials, care and attention in purchasing, stocking and production  
processes, with accurate checks along the whole supply chain.

PARTNERS

To supply high quality products, suppliers and farmers are our main partners. 
To work with expert and qualified partners is an irrevocable condition.

EHTICS

By choosing the Solidal products, we support better working conditions  
and a more protected working environment; greater resources are destined 
to farmers and workers who grow the cocoa and the cane sugar. Right from 
the start, we chose a partner promoting and certifying fair trade products: 
Fairtrade.

ENVIRONEMENT

The farmers engaged in fair trade know very well that the environment is a 
resource to exploit but also a patrimony to preserve and protect. Sustainable 
agriculture is a real engagement for Coop, its partners and Fairtrade.

GOOD VALUE

The right price paid to producers is one of the basic element of fair trade.  
An accessible price for consumers is one of the important aspects of Solidal 
Coop because quality is for everyone and not only for few.
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Today, our Solidal line includes 47 products ranging from non-food to packaged food 

items, to fresh bananas and pineapples, coming from over 50 cooperatives and groups 

of producers working in various developing countries. 

Here are a few examples:

The Range
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PALM OIL FREE

Classic coffee – Ground coffee for moka pot • 250g

Coop’s Solidal coffee is a selection of the finest varieties  
of Arabica and Robusta coffees, coming mostly from Nicaragua, 
Honduras, Guatemala, Costa Rica, Tanzania, Vietnam and Uganda, 
accurately selected, dosed and roasted. The result  
is a coffee with a persistent aroma, full-bodied and with a rich and 
pleasant flavour.

PALM OIL FREE

Shortbread cereal Cookies  
with cocoa beans  • 230g

The pleasure of chocolate combined  
with cereals and fibres for a breakfast  
full of taste and energy.

Solidal 100% arabica coffee from Nicaragua 
Ground coffee for moka pot • 250g

Coop’s Solidal coffee is a selection  
of the finest Arabica coffee varieties,  
accurately selected, dosed and roasted.  
The result is a delicate coffee with  
a full-bodied, smooth flavour, typically  
sweet and intensely aromatic.
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F A I R  T R A D E  P R O D U C T S

Korakundah tea estate 

All our Solidal teas  
come from the  
Korakundah Tea  
Estate plantation  
located in the  
Nilgiri mountains  
in Southern India,  
at above 2,000  
metres of altitude.  
Due to the altitude,  
the plants grow more slowly, giving a richer fruity and floral aroma  
to the infusion. The cultivation and subsequent processing are made  
by organic farming standards.

PALM OIL FREE

Shortbread cookies  
with dark chocolate drops • 400g

Delicious chocolate shortbread with extra dark 
chocolate chips and 75% cocoa, for  
a Fair Trade tasty biscuit. Ideal for tea time.

Crunchy muesli  
with chocolate and nuts • 375g 

Crunchiness and flavour for a truly good 
muesli: fragrant oats and delicious dark 
chocolate with hazelnuts. To be enjoyed  
at breakfast or to nibble at any time  
of the day.

F A I R  T R A D E  P R O D U C T S
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Fine Jasmin rice  • 500g 

Jasmin rise is the traditional long-grain rice  
of northern Thailand, naturally aromatic. It is 
particularly suited as an accompaniment for 
spicy meat and fish dishes from Oriental cuisine.

Pinapple in pineapple juice • 3x227g 

All the scent and sweetness of the best pineapple, 
carefully selected, harvested ripe and preserved  
in its delicious juice.

Unsweetened cocoa powder • 75g

Its intense and penetrating taste  
makes it perfect for preparing  
any sort of desserts and beverages.

Fair Trade orange Juice • 1l
Fair Trade pineapple Juice • 1l

The intense flavour of ripe fruit, harvested  
and selected at the right stage of ripeness,  
for a healthy fruit juice rich in essential  
nutrients, 100% fruit content.

Crackers with rice, spelt and sesame • 200g

Absolutely original and crunchy, this snack combines  
the properties and taste of sesame seeds with the  
lightness and digestibility of rice, the high content  
in insoluble fibres of spelt, a source of essential  
nutrients, and the high content in vitamin B of wheat.  
Try them and you will recognise the typical nutty  
flavour of spelt -- but above all the flavour of sesame,  
that gives a fanciful  
and appetizing note  
to these crackers.

C
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EXTRA FINE MILK CHOCOLATE  
100g

EXTRA FINE MILK CHOCOLATE  
200g

EXTRA FINE MILK CHOCOLATE  
WITH NO ADDED SUGARS  

100g

EXTRA FINE MILK CHOCOLATE  
WITH PUFFED RICE  

100g

EXTRA FINE MILK CHOCOLATE  
WITH HAZELNUTS  

100g

WHITE CHOCOLATE  
100g

EXTRA DARK CHOCOLATE  
100g

EXTRA DARK CHOCOLATE  
200g

EXTRA DARK CHOCOLATE  
WITH NO ADDED SUGARS  
100g

EXTRA DARK CHOCOLATE 72%  
100g
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Our Solidal chocolate bars are made from selected raw materials, with careful harvesting, 
storage and processing methods and accurate controls along the entire production line. By 
purchasing our Solidal chocolate bars you will support the economic and social development of 
the local communities of cooperatives or producers in Peru, Dominican Republic, Madagascar, 
Costa Rica, Mauritius and Swaziland.

Ten ways to taste Solidal chocolate bars
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Cashew nuts • 100g 

Ideal for all social gatherings, dinners,  
cocktails or parties. Due to their unique  
nutritional properties, they might be  
recommended as a daily staple,  
although in moderate quantities.  
In fact, cashew nuts are rich in 
unsaturated and polyunsaturated fats,  
that exercise a protective action  
for the entire body.

Fair Trade wildflower honey • 500g

From Central America forests, fragrant  
and sweet at the right point, with a rounded  
and a gentle taste. Delicious in hot drinks,  
spread on bread, rusks and served with  
mature cheeses.

PALM OIL FREE

Nut and cocoa spread • 350g 

It combines tasty hazelnuts  
with the scent of Caribbean  
cocoa. Excellent on fresh  
bread, biscuits, as a garnish  
for desserts or to add  
a delicious taste to plain  
yoghurt.

The Range
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F A I R  T R A D E  P R O D U C T S

Brazil nuts from organic farming  • 250g 

Excellent as they are for an aperitif or snack,  
thanks to their high calories content Brazil nuts  
are ideal in cases of high energy requirements,  
such as prolonged physical exercise and winter  
sports. Apart from direct consumption, these nuts  
are largely used in cooking, for cakes, salads,  
pasta sauces.

Solidal organic whole  
cane sugar • 500g 

Particularly rich in magnesium  
and potassium, Coop’s cane sugar  
is a great natural supplement.  
Perfect to sweeten tea and summer 
drinks, and to give an unusual touch  
to desserts, fruit salads, jams  
and Caribbean-style long drinks.

Organic light brown sugar • 500g packet  
• 500g bag containing 100 5gr sachets

Organic cane sugar from Central America  
regions (Cuba or Costa Rica according  
to availability). This is a partially refined,  
very soluble finely granulated sugar,  
with a pleasant amber colour and a high  
degree of refining: almost all common parts  
are extracted. Finely granulated and very  
soluble, delicate in taste, it is ideal as a  
sweetener for beverages and as ingredient  
for desserts.
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ITALYSBOX
COOP ITALIA INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR

www.italysbox.com - info@italysbox.com

Whatsapp Help: +393479069036




